Major Madness Photo Locations

Visit these locations to take your picture celebrating your new major! Tag your photos on social media with the hashtag #RollinsMajorMadness

**American Studies:** Benjamin Franklin statue behind Carnegie Hall
**Anthropology:** Anthropology Department lobby area, Cornell Social Sciences
**Art History:** Blue head sculpture on the RMA patio (behind the museum)!
**Art (Studio):** Blue head sculpture on the RMA patio (behind the museum)!
**Asian Studies:** Ninomiya Sontoku statue, Lobby of Warren Administration Building
**Biochemistry/ Mol. Bio:** STEM Hub
**Business:** Business dept. offices: 170 Fairbanks, 2nd floor
**Biology:** STEM Hub
**Chemistry:** Outside of Bush science building, front steps of main entrance
**Classical Studies:** Columns outside Sullivan House
**Communication Studies:** Dry Erase Board inside/Bulletin Board outside, Communication Suite, Cornell Social Sciences
**Computer Science:** STEM Hub, Bush Science Center
**Critical Media/Cult. Studies:** The CMC bulletin board, lobby area of COM/ CMC, Cornell Social Sciences
**Economics:** Economics Lobby, near CSS 257
**Education:** Education suite hallway in CSS next to CSS 246
**English:** Steps in front of Carnegie Hall
**Environmental Studies:** Beal Maltbie lobby
**History:** HIS/POL lobby, Cornell Social Sciences
**International Business:** Business dept. offices: 170 Fairbanks, 2nd floor
**International Relations:** Political Science/History Lobby, Cornell Social Sciences
**LACS:** Political Science/History Lobby, Cornell Social Sciences
**Mathematics:** Lobby of Bush Auditorium
**Marine Biology:** STEM Hub
**Music:** The lobby of Tiedtke Concert Hall, next to the Fred Rogers photo & music fox
**Philosophy:** French House
**Physics:** Basement of Bush Science Center
**Political Science:** Benjamin Franklin statue behind Carnegie Hall
**Psychology:** Psychology Lobby, Third Floor, Bush Science Center
**Public Policy/Pol. Economy:** ECO Lobby (near CSS 257), Cornell Social Sciences
**Religion:** French House
**Social Entrepreneurship:** SE’s Suite in Kathleen W. Rollins Hall’s 2nd floor, by Prof. Williams’s office (KWR 210)
**Sociology:** Sociology Department lobby area, Cornell Social Sciences
**Spanish:** Entrance to Casa Iberia
**Theatre Arts and Dance:** The fountain in front of our new Tiedtke Centre